Agenda Overview

The schedule is set in Eastern Standard Time USA (UTC-5).

The ASCEND Agenda Overview includes the following sessions:

**Monday, 16 November:**
- **0800 hrs**: Morning Activities
- **0900 hrs**: Pre-Event Instructional Workshop
- **1000 hrs**: Macro Session: Keynote on Space Policy and Education Summit
- **1100 hrs**: Meta Session Panel Discussions
- **1200 hrs**: Engagement Zone Programming and Virtual Networking
- **1300 hrs**: Meta Session Panel Discussions
- **1400 hrs**: Technical Program and Interactive Sessions
- **1500 hrs**: Engagement Zone Programming and Virtual Networking
- **1600 hrs**: Technical Program and Interactive Sessions
- **1700 hrs**: AIAA Community Meetings

**Tuesday, 17 November:**
- **0900 hrs**: Technical and Interactive Program
- **1500 hrs**: Engagement Zone Programming and Virtual Networking

The schedule is set in Eastern Standard Time USA (UTC-5).